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Abstract
Rapid growth of communication systems and advancement in smart-phone technologies greatly increase the
importance of real time ride-matching algorithms, namely dynamic ride-matching algorithms. In the recent
decades, the number of dynamic ride-matching studies has increased significantly. The ride-sharing is a mode of
transportation, which aims to increase vehicle occupancy rates by matching riders with the drivers, who have
empty seats on their vehicles and have similar routes and time schedules. Hence, ride-matching is an essential
component of the ride-sharing system. The most used objective functions in the ride-matching optimization
algorithms are minimizing total distance travelled, minimizing total travel time, minimizing total system-cost and
maximizing total number of matches. However, ride-matching optimization is considered as an NP-Hard problem.
Furthermore, some parameters such as social characteristics of the users and/or some transportation modes like
multiple rider or multi-hop are omitted in most of the studies. There exist some algorithms in the literature, which
considers these parameters and modes, but they fail to take computation times into consideration. Hence, many
potential participants may not be included in such ride-sharing systems due to long computation times of the
optimization algorithms. In addition to computation time, aiming user benefit is an important factor in achieving
a critical mass for ride sharing. In this paper, an attempt has been made to analyze and compare the existing
dynamic ride-matching algorithms. It is concluded that there is a need for further studies for ride-matching
algorithms, which focus on user benefits and can be computed in feasible time.
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1. Introduction & Background
Increasing traffic congestion have become one of the most important problem that the world faces. Despite of the
increasing fuel prices, there is a significant shift from public transport towards private vehicles (European
Environment Agency, 2005). While the number of vehicles increase around the world, occupancy rates in private
vehicles has decreased. Figure 1 shows changes in the vehicle occupancy rates between 1980 and 2005. While
most private vehicles can transport up to 4 passengers, occupancy rates in Europe is stated as 1.45 in 2015, where
this ratio is 1.42 in Germany, 1.3 in Netherlands and 1.58 in the UK (European Environment Agency, 2015).
Increasing number of private vehicles and decreasing occupancy rates in private vehicles led to many studies
aiming to increase occupancy rates such as ride-sharing studies. Ride-sharing can be defined as matching riders
who have no vehicle, with the drivers who have empty seats in their vehicles and have similar itineraries and time
schedules.
The history of ride-sharing concept can be traced back to the 1940s but rapid growth of technological
advancements and increasing use of Smartphone devices in recent decades made ride-sharing more appealing. The
evolution of ride-sharing can be investigated in five eras:
•

•

Ride-sharing appeared in 1940s to conserve limited resources during the World War II. A program, called
“Car Sharing Club Exchange and Self Dispatching System”, was declared by the US Office of Civilian
Defense. This program allowed matches between riders and drivers via a bulletin board at their
workplaces.
The second era of ride-sharing arose because of the energy crisis from the 1960s to 1980.
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Figure 1. Occupancy rates in passenger transport (European Environment Agency, 2015)
•

•
•

The third era of ride-sharing took place in 1980s and 1990s. At the time, traffic congestion had become
an important problem and many attempts were made to decrease traffic congestion and increase air quality
of the big cities. Yet, ride-sharing was not popular enough to achieve critical mass because there were
many difficulties of matching participants at short notice because of technological limitations.
Later, in the fourth era internet is used for the first time to match participants. At the time, the studies
focused on matching participants with most reliable trip records.
The fifth and last to date era of ride-sharing includes software packages, real-time services, financial
incentives and social networking platforms (Chan and Shaheen, 2011). Dynamic ride-matching studies
has become a hot topic for the researcher in the recent decade (Agatz et al., 2012; Masoud and
Jayakrishnan, 2017).

Although technological advancement in the recent decades made building a wide ride-sharing system possible, todate the studies on ride-sharing couldn’t achieve critical mass. To achieve critical mass, automated ride-matching,
which optimally matches riders and drivers in real-time, plays a key role (Agatz et al., 2012). Dynamic ridematching algorithms are very complicated systems and require a lot of attention of the researchers to overcome
challenges. There are many dynamic ride-matching algorithms in the literature that utilized different approaches
to model the problem, used different objective functions, constraints, parameters and assumptions.
Many ride-matching algorithms were constructed based on optimization approaches. Operation research
community addressed this problem by building different ride-sharing problems to overcome challenges. Since
dynamic ride-matching problem has many parameters, it is considered as NP-Hard (Gu, 2017; Qian, 2017;
Herbawi, 2012). To be able to offer feasible solution approaches to this problem, some parameters such as social
characteristics of the users and some transportation modes like multiple rider or multi-hop are omitted in most
studies. There are several algorithms in the literature that are created to solve the ride-matching problem. Some of
these algorithms considered these parameters and modes, but most of these studies did not consider computation
times. Consequently, there is still need for ride-matching algorithms, which are compatible with the real-life
instances and can be solved at reasonably short notice.
In this paper, several dynamic ride-matching algorithms in the literature are outlined by presenting their objective
functions, parameters and assumptions. Advantages, disadvantages and importance of these algorithms were
investigated carefully. By introducing dynamic ride-matching algorithms and their properties, it is aimed to present
a guidance for the future studies.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, the objective functions used in the examined
dynamic ride-matching algorithms are discussed. In Section 3, the parameters used in the dynamic ride-matching
algorithms are investigated. In Section 4, the general assumptions made by the researchers to construct a dynamic
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ride-matching algorithm is analyzed. In Section 5, the findings of the study are summarized and directions for the
future studies are discussed.

2. Objective Functions of Dynamic Ride-matching Algorithms
Ride-sharing offers many advantages to its participants such as decrease in travel time and cost. Similarly, ridesharing results in important system-wide benefits such as increase in occupancy rates in private vehicles. To
address these benefits, some objective functions used in the literature are given as follows:
•

•
•

•
•

Maximizing total distance savings. Total distance savings represent the difference in vehicle-miles driven
by all participants when they drive alone and when they share ride. This objective is important because it
is directly related to the objective of reducing air pollution. It is also directly proportional with the
objective function of minimizing travel cost.
Minimizing total travel time. Total travel time is used to define the sum of travel times of the participants
while traveling from their origin to destination locations. This is also related to the air pollution because
vehicle emission is not only related to travelled distance but also vehicle speeds.
Minimizing total travel cost. Total travel cost is the sum of travel costs of all participants. Ride-sharing
allows its participants to share their travel costs. This is an important parameter that can be an incentive
for riders and drivers to be included in a ride-sharing system. Additionally, this would encourage private
ride-share providers to build ride-sharing systems because they can make profit by taking some
commission from each match they create.
Maximizing matched number of participants. This objective is used to increase number of satisfied
participants. More satisfied participants may attract even more participants, so this can be seen as an
important indicator to achieve critical mass.
Minimizing total waiting and delay time. Total waiting and delay time is one of the reason people don’t
want to be included in a ride-sharing system. Therefore, this objective function aims to increase
participation rate by minimizing participant inconvenience.

Most of the objective functions focus mainly on system-wide benefits, whereas participants seek for their
individual benefits in real-life. For example, a driver may want to be matched with a rider at the same gender even
if another rider is better for maximizing distance savings or minimizing system-wide travel cost. This is an
important challenge to overcome for applying ride-matching algorithms in real-life. Social parameters are used in
ride-matching algorithm as constraints (Ghoseiri, 2011); however, they are not used in objective functions. In
Table 1, objective functions used in some ride-matching algorithms in the literature are presented.
Table 1. Objective functions used in the literature
Study

Objective function

Agatz et al. (2011)
Cheikh and Hammadi (2016)
Ghoseiri et al. (2011)
Masoud and Jayakrishnan (2017)
Najmi et al. (2017)
Stiglic et al. (2015)
Wang et al. (2017)

Maximizing total travel distance savings
Minimizing total waiting and delay times
Maximizing total number of matches
Maximizing total number of matches
Maximizing total number of matches
Maximizing total number of matches
Maximizing total travel distance savings

3. Parameters used in Dynamic Ride-matching Algorithms
Many parameters are used in ride-matching algorithms to represent real-life instances. There are some parameters
used in all matching algorithms; announcement time of ride-sharing request, participants’ origin and destination
locations, earliest departure time, latest arrival time or latest departure time. On the other hand, there are
parameters, which are only used in some algorithms, as follows:
•

Joint rider. Many ride-matching algorithms assumed that multiple riders can be matched with single
driver together. This parameter is important for real-life instances because it may decrease level of safety
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concerns of potential participants that is a large barrier for sprawling of ride-sharing (Agatz et al., 2012).
This parameter can be used in different ways.
o Stiglic et al. (2015) used joint rider parameter in their algorithm to represent two different rider
waiting at the same meeting point. These riders can be matched with single driver together only
if it is the most feasible match among all possible matches. Otherwise, these riders are matched
with different drivers.
o Cheikh and Hammadi (2016) assumed that joint rider can be used for riders, who want to travel
together. In their algorithm, this parameter is specified by riders. If a rider wants to travel with
another rider together, these riders cannot be separated by the algorithm.
•

Time flexibility. This parameter is used in many algorithms to represent flexibility of the participants in
their schedule. In the ride-matching algorithms in the literature, it is calculated as follows:
f = (T LA −tod) −T ED
(1)
where TLA, tod and TED denotes the latest arrival time to destination, travel time from origin to destination
and earliest departure time from origin, respectively. To use this formula, earliest departure time from an
origin location and the latest arrival time to a destination location are specified by participants. Travel
time is calculated by dividing travel distance to an average speed. In other words, calculation of travel
time requires an average speed assumption that may be not feasible because of ever-changing traffic
conditions of metropolitan cities.

•

Allowable waiting time. Waiting time is one of the crucial parameters that can be used in a ride-matching
algorithm. Ghoseiri et al. (2011) used allowable waiting time specified by the participants, instead of
calculating time flexibility. Masoud and Hammadi (2017) also used allowable waiting time in their
algorithm as a constraint in addition to time flexibility.

•

Social parameters. These parameters can be used in ride-matching algorithms to represent characteristics
and choices of participants. While most of the ride-matching algorithms in the literature focused on
system-wide benefits, the participants consider their own benefits to overcome their security concerns, to
enjoy ride-sharing or any other personal reasons. For example, a participant may want to be matched with
another participant at the same gender or at similar age. These social parameters can represent age, gender,
pet restrictions, smoking restrictions, employment status or willingness to meet new people; i.e. to
socialize. Social parameters are very important for potential participants; however, these parameters are
omitted in most of the ride-matching algorithms. This is mostly because considering these parameters
brings a significant computational burden to matching algorithms. Ghoseiri et al. (2011) utilized social
parameters, namely gender, age, pet restrictions and smoking, in their optimization model as constraints,
but they didn’t offer a solution approach to their model.

•

Acceptable walking distance. This parameter is used for riders, who are willing to go to some
predetermined meeting points by walking. This parameter causes increase in participation rate, because
this way drivers, who are not willing to change their routes, can be matched with riders, who go to a
meeting point located on drivers’ routes. Additionally, it is sometimes difficult for drivers to find a
specific location specified by riders; therefore, meeting points can be helpful to overcome this problem.
On the other hand, meeting points are very advantageous for riders, who don’t want to reveal their home
addresses due to security concerns.

•

Acceptable detour distance. This parameter is similar to acceptable walking distance. In this case, a driver
specifies an acceptable detour distance to specify how much they are willing to change their route to pick
a rider up.

•

Number of allowable transfers. This parameter was used in some algorithms, in which multi-hop ridematching is allowed. This parameter is specified by riders to represent how many times they are willing
to change their transport vehicle. This parameter is utilized in some algorithms as a constraint.

Some ride-matching algorithms in the literature and their parameters are summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2. Parameters used in the literature

Reference
Agatz et al. (2011)
Ghoseiri et al. (2011)
Masoud and Jayakrishnan
(2017)
Cheikh and Hammadi
(2016)
Najmi et al. (2017)
Wang et al. (2017)
Stiglic et al. (2015)
(*) Used as constraints
(**) Used but not limited

Number
Allowable
Acceptable Acceptable
Social
of
waiting
walking
detour
parameters
allowable
time
distance
distance
transfers
x
x
x
x
x
Yes
(*)
Yes
Yes
Yes

Joint
rider

Time
flexibility

x
x

Yes
x

x

Yes

Yes

x

x

(**)

Yes

Yes

Yes

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
Yes

x
x
Yes

x
x
x

Overall, when the algorithms presented in Table 2 are examined, it can be seen that joint rider did not get much
attention. Time flexibility was widely used; yet, travel times were assumed to be known or calculated by dividing
travel distance to an average speed. Nevertheless, assumption of known travel time or average speed would not
reflect the real-life conditions. Therefore, time flexibility should be considered carefully in the future studies.
Ghoseiri et al. (2011) used allowable waiting time parameter specified by the participants instead of time
flexibility. Masoud and Jayakrishnan (2017) used time flexibility and allowable waiting time together as
constraints. Social parameters were only used by Ghoseiri et al. as constraints, despite the fact that social
parameters are seen as very important for ride-sharing to achieve critical mass (Agatz et al., 2012). Concept of
meeting points, presented in algorithms of Ghoseiri et al. (2011) and Stiglic et al. (2015), requires additional
parameters such as acceptable walking and acceptable detour distances. When multi-hop ride-sharing is allowed,
number of allowable transfer can be limited as seen in the algorithms of Ghoseiri et al. (2011) and Masoud and
Jayakrishnan (2017).

4. Assumptions made in Dynamic Ride-matching Algorithms
Real-life is very complicated to be fully represented in a matching algorithm. Therefore, many assumptions should
be made while constructing a matching algorithm to be able to solve them within feasible duration. Some
assumptions made in the investigated ride-matching algorithms are as follows:
•

Rolling horizon approach. This approach is used such that ride-matching algorithm is run with the
existing announcement, but matches are not finalized until a deadline specified by participants. In this
way, future ride requests can be included before the matches are finalized.

•

Flexible driver – rider role. This assumption means that a driver can accept to be a rider instead of a
driver if there is an attempting ride offer. This is possible in real-life even if the possibility of occurrence
is low. Many algorithms omitted this assumption, instead they assumed fixed driver – rider role because
the flexibility in roles brings significantly large burden to computations.

•

Rider relocation. Some algorithms assumed that riders walk to some meeting points to meet drivers. This
way, they can meet with drivers on drivers’ routes or at least closer to drivers’ routes that can be visited
by drivers. Thus, participation rate in ride-sharing can be increased.

•

Driver detour. Many algorithms assumed that drivers change their route at an acceptable level to pick
riders up.

•

Known travel time. This assumption is to calculate a time flexibility for participants. As mentioned in the
preceding section, this assumption can be considered as weak due to ever-changing traffic conditions in
metropolitan cities.
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•

Matching rule. This assumption is used to define which of the following matching types a matching
algorithm allows; single rider – single driver, multiple riders – single driver or single rider – multiple
drivers matches. Single rider – single driver match is preferred to ease computational burden. In this
scenario, a driver is assumed to be matched with single rider. When multiple riders-single driver matches
are allowed, capacity of a driver, i.e. number of empty seats in driver’s vehicle, should be more than the
number of riders to be matched with him/her. In a single rider – multiple drivers match, namely multihop match, riders are allowed to transfer between vehicles to reach their destinations.

•

Multi-modal. This assumption refers to the case, where ride-sharing is combined with public
transportation. For example, riders can use ride-sharing option to reach a location, where they can transfer
to public transports. This may lead to increase in matching rate.

Some assumptions made for the ride-matching algorithms in the literature are summarized in Table 3.
Table 3. Assumptions made in the literature
Rolling
Horizon

Flexible
driverrider role
Yes
x

Rider
relocatio
n
x
Yes

Driver
detour

Known
Travel
time
Yes
x

Multi
modal
SS
x
MS, SM
x

Matching
Rule

Agatz et al. (2011)
Yes
Yes
Ghoseiri et al. (2011)
x
Yes
Masoud and Jayakrishnan
Yes
x
Yes
Yes
Yes
MS, SM
(2017)
Cheikh and Hammadi (2016)
x
x
x
Yes
Yes
MS, SM
Najmi et al. (2017)
Yes
x
x
Yes
Yes
SS
Wang et al. (2017)
Yes
x
x
Yes
Yes
MS
Stiglic et al. (2015)
x
x
Yes
Yes
Yes
MS
SS: Single rider-single driver, MS: Multiple riders - single driver, SM: Single rider - Multiple drivers

x
x
x
x
x

In Table 3, it is seen that rolling horizon approach, which forces participants to wait until a deadline specified by
them, was widely used; however, the participants wouldn’t want to wait long time to be matched, even if they
specify a deadline. Ghoesiri et al. (2011) did not use rolling horizon approach but they did not offer any solution
approach to their model either. Cheikh and Hammadi (2016) and Stiglic et al. (2015) also did not use rolling
horizon approach but they did not offer an alternative approach. Flexible driver – rider role was proposed by Agatz
et al. (2011); however, computation times were ignored in their study. Rider relocation was used in the studies, in
which meeting points were assigned. In all investigated algorithms, it was assumed that drivers detour to meet
riders at riders’ origin locations or meeting locations. Most of these studies assumed travel times are known or can
be calculated with an average speed; whereas, Ghoseri et al. (2011) used travel distance and waiting times specified
by the participants. Most of these algorithms allowed multiple riders – single driver match, while some of them
also allowed multi-hop matches for riders. On the other hand, none of these algorithms constructed a multi-modal
matching system. There are still need for studies that combine ride-sharing and public transportation.

5. Conclusion & Discussion
Ride-sharing may provide many societal and environmental benefits; yet, critical mass in ride-sharing have not
been achieved to-date. Ride-matching algorithms are at the center of ride-sharing systems that optimize matches
between people with similar routes and schedules at short notice. In this paper, some ride-matching algorithms in
the literature are investigated. Objective functions and parameters used in these algorithms are examined, as well
as, their assumptions that was made to construct these algorithms. It is aimed to present challenges and provide
future directions to researchers for constructing a successful ride-matching algorithm. There are some broad areas
for future research: (1) Objective functions, which should be defined to reflect concerns of potential participants,
(2) parameters, which consider variables faced in the real-world while maintaining feasible computation times, (3)
assumptions, which offer solvable ride-matching algorithms while considering facts, which are important for
participants.
Objective functions are the main components of a ride-matching algorithm that decide how a rider is matched with
a driver. Past attempts to make ride-sharing popular among people have failed to achieve critical mass. Therefore,
objective functions should be defined such that more people would be willing to involve in a ride-sharing system.
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Many of the investigated ride-matching algorithms focused on system-wide benefits such as maximizing total
travel distance savings or number of matched participants. There is an algorithm among the investigated studies,
which used objective function of minimizing total waiting and delay time for the convenience of the participants
but this objective alone may not be sufficient to attract enough people into a ride-sharing system. In future studies,
it would be intriguing to focus on new objective functions, which consider primarily the benefits of the users.
There is no point of maximizing system benefits if there are not enough participants in a ride-sharing system.
Parameters used in ride-matching algorithms are deterministic for algorithms to be successful. More parameters
will lead to increase in computation times, but eliminating more than enough parameters will cause algorithms to
be deficient. There is a need for new studies to determine the importance of parameters utilized in matching
algorithms. Joint rider parameter, which represents riders, who are willing to travel together, represents a real-life
instance because many riders may want to travel with their friends for social and security reasons. Including this
parameter in a ride-matching algorithm may increase participation rate; however, this parameter may also bring
computational burden. Therefore, advantages and disadvantages of such parameters should be investigated with
numerical studies. Furthermore, social parameters were not included in most of the investigated studies. Social
parameters were only used in one study (Ghoseiri et al., 2011) among them but they were used as constraints. In
this study, participants’ choices were asked and matches were optimized based on their answers. For example, if
a rider asks to be matched with a driver at the same gender, the algorithm eliminates the drivers who do not satisfy
this constraint. This can be seen as a positive outcome, but this also causes decrease in matching ratio. In future
studies, alternative methods can be developed such that an algorithm can consider social parameters and when
there are no better options, this algorithm may offer feasible matches to the participants even if some of these
constraints are not satisfied. There is also a need for studies, which assess the effects of including social parameters
on performance of matching algorithms.
Each ride-matching algorithm should make some assumptions to be able to solve ride-matching problem at feasibly
short notice. Rolling horizon approach was proposed to increase matching rate by forcing matching algorithm to
postpone finalization of matchings until a deadline to include new-arriving requests. This approach causes increase
in waiting times for participants and decrease in satisfaction ratio. Alternative approaches can be studied in future
studies. Most of the investigated ride-matching algorithms assumed fixed roles for drivers and riders, because
flexible rider-driver role makes the algorithms more complicated and it may increase computation times.
Additionally, the significance of flexible rider-driver role is not known. The need for flexible rider-driver role and
its effect on the ride-matching algorithms can be studied in the future. Lastly, multi-modal approaches, which can
improve participation rate, are omitted in the investigated studies. Multi-modal approach offers a great opportunity
to achieve critical mass because even if there are small number of participants in a ride-sharing system, the
possibility of matching them increases as they can share only part of their ride to reach public transports.
As a conclusion, there are still many remained challenges for ride-matching algorithms that will provide great
research opportunity. There is a need for studies to achieve critical mass in ride-sharing. In particular, demands of
potential participants, who are the main reasons to construct a ride-sharing system, should be investigated carefully
and advanced ride-matching algorithms should be developed to satisfy the needs of potential participants.
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